PHILIP GLASS

THE PIANO COLLECTION

THE HOURS
• AN UNWELCOME FRIEND 8
• DEAD THINGS 12
• I'M GOING TO MAKE A CAKE 3
• SOMETHING SHE HAS TO DO 18
• TEARING HERSELF AWAY 21
• THE HOURS 28
• THE POET ACTS 38
• WHY DOES SOMEONE HAVE TO DIE? 41

METAMORPHOSIS
• METAMORPHOSIS ONE 46
• METAMORPHOSIS TWO 50
• METAMORPHOSIS THREE 57
• METAMORPHOSIS FOUR 62
• METAMORPHOSIS FIVE 69

TRILOGY SONATA FOR PIANO
1. KNEE PLAY NO.4 (FROM ‘EINSTEIN ON THE BEACH’) 72
2. SATYAGRAHA (CONCLUSION, ACT III) 78
3. DANCE FROM ‘AKHNATEN’ (SCENE III) 84

MODERN LOVE WALTZ 94

OPENING PIECE FROM ‘GLASSWORKS’ 92